# Course Map

## Brisbane, Melbourne and Strathfield

**Students commencing prior to 2019**

**Semester 1 intake Course Map**

## YEAR 1

| SEM 1 | Arts Major Unit 1  
(100-level unit)  
10cp | Arts Minor Unit 1  
(100-level unit)  
10cp | COMM170  
Interpreting and Communicating Ideas  
10cp | UNCC100  
Self and Community: Exploring the Anatomy of Modern Society  
10cp |
|-------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| SEM 2 | Arts Major Unit 2  
(100-level unit)  
10cp | Arts Minor Unit 2  
(100-level unit)  
10cp | Arts Major Unit 3  
(200-level unit)  
10cp | Arts Minor Unit 3  
(200-level unit)  
10cp |

*Students minoring in Psychology: Arts Elective*

## YEAR 2

| SEM 1 | Arts Major Unit 4  
(200-level unit)  
10cp | Arts Minor Unit 4  
(200-level unit)  
10cp | EDFD177  
Context for Learning and Development in a Diverse Society  
10cp | EDFX173  
Understanding the Psychology of Learning in Diverse Communities  
Professional and Community Experience (PCE) 1: 5 days in educational setting  
10cp |
| SEM 2 | Arts Major Unit 5  
(200-level unit)  
10cp | Arts Major Unit 6  
(200-level unit)  
10cp | Arts Advanced unit to extend major OR minor  
10cp  
Or Arts Elective  
10cp  
Certain minors MUST be extended – see Specialist Teaching Areas for details.  
Students minoring in Computing: Minor Unit 4  
(200-level unit)  
10cp | EDFX271  
Creating Inclusive, Safe and Supportive Learning Environments  
PCE 2: 15 days in educational setting  
10cp  
(Pre: EDFX173) |

---

1 Intensives/Placements may be in late January/February (for first semester units)

---
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## YEAR 3

| SEM 1 | Arts Major Unit 7 (300-level unit) 10cp | Major Curriculum, Pedagogy and Assessment in XXX Education 1 10cp | Minor Curriculum, Pedagogy and Assessment in XXX Education 1 10cp | Arts Advanced unit to extend major OR minor 10cp  
Or Arts Elective 10cp  
Certain minors MUST be extended – see Specialist Teaching Areas for details. Students minoring in Psychology: Arts Elective |
|-------|--------------------------------------|---------------------------------------------------------------|---------------------------------------------------------------|---------------------------------------------------------------|
| WINTER TERM | EDFX348 *(recommended offering)* Engaging Student Learning through Reflective Practice  
PCE 3: 15 days - minimum of 10 days in a block 10cp *(Pre: EDFX271)* |
| SEM 2 | Arts Major Unit 8 (300-level unit) 10cp | Major Curriculum, Pedagogy and Assessment in XXX Education 2 10cp *(Pre: Major CPA 1)* | Minor Curriculum, Pedagogy and Assessment in XXX Education 2 10cp *(Pre: Minor CPA 1)* | EDFX348 *(alternate offering)* Engaging Student Learning through Reflective Practice  
15 days - minimum of 10 days in a block 10cp *(Pre: EDFX271)* |

## YEAR 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUMMER / PT 1</th>
<th>EDFD472 <em>(alternate offering)</em> Transition into Secondary Teaching 10cp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| SEM 1 | Students commenced 2016: UNCC300 Justice and Change in a Global World 10cp *(Pre: UNCC100)*  
OR Education Elective 10cp  
EDFD472 *(alternate offering)* Transition into Secondary Teaching 10cp  
EDFX474 Transforming Practice through Critical Enquiry and Evidence-based Practice  
PCE 4: A minimum of 45 days of continuous teaching in one setting 30cp *(Pre: EDFX348, LNTE100 & LNTE101)* |
| WINTER TERM / PT 5 | EDFD471 Assessment Practices and Evaluation 10cp  
EDFD478 Catering for Diversity and Inclusion in the Classroom 10cp |

---

2 EDFX348 will run as a Winter Term unit. A Semester 2 offering may also be available on some campuses. Students are strongly recommended to enrol in the Winter Term offering.

3 EDFD472 may be delivered through a conference-style intensive program. Certain campuses may run this unit once (i.e., Summer/PT1 or Winter/PT5) or twice per year (i.e., Summer/PT1 and Winter/PT5). Students are advised to contact their local Campus Coordinator to confirm the offering(s) on their campus.